Decision-making algorithm, as the key technology for uncertain data fusion, is the core to obtain reasonable multisensor information fusion results. DS evidence theory is a typical and widely applicable decision-making method. However, DS evidence theory makes decisions without considering the sensors' difference, which may lead to illogical results. In this paper, we present a novel decision-making algorithm for uncertain fusion based on grey relation and DS evidence theory. The proposed algorithm comprehensively takes consideration of sensor's credibility and evidence's overall discriminability, which can solve the uncertainty problems caused by inconsistence of sensors themselves and complexity of monitoring environment and simultaneously ensure the validity and accuracy of fusion results. The innovative decision-making algorithm firstly obtains the sensor's credibility through the introduction of grey relation theory and then defines two impact factors as sensor's credibility and evidence's overall discriminability according to the focal element analyses and evidence's distance analysis, respectively; after that, it uses the impact factors to modify the evidences and finally gets more reasonable and effective results through DS combination rule. Simulation results and analyses demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can overcome the trouble caused by large evidence conflict and one-vote veto, which indicates that it can improve the ability of target judgment and enhance precision of uncertain data fusion. Thus the novel decisionmaking method has a certain application value.
Introduction
In practical applications, single sensor is difficult to meet the requirements like target accuracy and identification performance. Thus, there is a broad application of decisionmaking algorithm on data fusion about target's attributes, characteristics, and types through comprehensive processing of information obtained from multisensor. Currently, data decision-making technology [1] [2] [3] based on multisensor is highly valued by scholars at home and abroad. In addition, a lot of theorems and algorithms emerge in the area of data decision-making. However, due to constraints on the attributes as well as the types of data, there is still no unified theoretical framework or unique algorithm for classification issue of multisensor data decision-making.
For multisensor decision-making field, the traditional algorithms are statistical method [4] , empirical reasoning [5] , voting method [6] , Bayesian inference [7] , template method [5] , and adaptive neural network [8] , among others. These typical methods all can settle the decision fusion of multisensor information to some extent, whereas they all have some defects. Statistical method, empirical reasoning, and voting method are too simple to achieve the reliable decision results for multisensor information fusion. Bayesian inference needs the prior knowledge of environment to finish the reasoning, which cannot be guaranteed in actual applications. And template method would waste time and energy of system when selecting the suitable template according to certain rules. Although adaptive neural network can fulfill a reasonable decision fusion, it is usually not adopted in practical applications because of its large computation complexity. DS evidence theory [9, 10] is favored for its ability of dealing with uncertainty, integration of measurement information, and reasonable theoretical derivation. Thus, DS evidence theory has become the mainstream method in multisensor decisionmaking field.
As a wildly used decision-making algorithm for uncertain data fusion, DS evidence theory is able to deal with the uncertainty and imprecision of multisensor information fusion.
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Hence, DS evidence theory can properly handle the inconsistency of sensor conditions and complexity of monitoring environment. With its introduction and perfection put forward by Dempster and Shafer, respectively, DS evidence theory occupies a lot in the development of intelligent computing and identification theory for multisensor information fusion. Along with its development, DS evidence theory has been widely applied in various fields, like pattern recognition [11] , target identification [12] , cognitive radio network [13] , fault diagnosis [14] , signal recognition [15] , and decision-making [16] , among others. Although there are some problems of DS evidence theory itself, these problems can be effectively solved through rigorous theoretical derivation, scientific improvements, and combination with other methods. For example, a new entropy, named as Deng entropy, is proposed in [17] to handle the uncertain measure of BPA, which is the generalization of Shannon entropy. The new entropy provides a promising way to measure the uncertainty of multisensor fusion system. Besides, Deng entropy is applied in [18] to realize the measurement of information volume of the evidence. This improvement makes the application of DS evidence theory with more validity and robustness. Due to limit space, the classic modified methods [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] are exhibited in references and partially taken as compared methods in Section 5.2.
In this paper, systematic research is implemented on DS evidence theory, and the multisensor decision-making algorithm is realized by the combination of DS evidence theory and grey relation analysis [32, 33] . The proposed decision-making algorithm for uncertain data fusion firstly utilizes sensors' report generator to settle the acquisition processing of sensor's credibility by the introduction of grey relation theory. Then, the sensor's credibility is consecutively adjusted by two different processes of consistency and conflict analysis in focal elements. At the same time, the novel method defines the evidence's overall discriminability according to the concept of evidence's distance function. Finally, the original evidences are modified by two impact factors as sensor's credibility and evidence's overall discriminability, which can ensure getting more reasonable and effective decision-making results after evidences combine. This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical theorem and derivation of DS evidence theory and grey relation theory are briefly introduced in the next section. And the implementation diagram and flow chart of uncertain data fusion system are given in Section 3. Then, Section 4 highlights the implementation method and specific steps of the new decision-making algorithm for uncertain data fusion, and Section 5 presents the simulation results and comparative analyses. Concluding remarks are given in the last section of this paper.
Theoretical Foundations
DS evidence theory and grey relation theory are separately presented in this section, which are the foundations of the novel decision-making algorithm in this paper.
DS Evidence Theory. DS evidence theory, also called
Dempster-Shafer theory, is an effective data decision-making method to deal with the uncertainty of multisensor information fusion system. Relative to probability theory [5] , DS evidence theory can settle imprecise data and has a more extensive application area. Similar to Bayesian inference [7] , DS evidence theory uses the prior probability to represent the evidence interval of posterior probability, which can quantify the credible degree and plausibility degree of propositions. DS evidence theory is briefly comprised by the following four key points.
Frame of Discernment and the Power Set.
In DS model, the frame of discernment (FoD) denoted by Θ indicates a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses, which represents all interested propositions. And FoD is defined as the form of function set as
where is the th hypothesis belonging to Θ and is the number of hypotheses.
On the basis of FoD, we can derive 2 Θ as the power set, which is composed of 2 propositions of Θ (all subsets of FoD).
where 0 is the empty set, which belongs to any propositions.
Basic Probability Assignment.
The basic probability assignment (BPA) is a mass function : 2
on 2 Θ , which should satisfy the following demands:
∀ ∈ 2 Θ . ( ) is called the mass function of proposition that represents the basic belief degree and initial support degree strictly assigned to proposition [17] .
Due to the lack of further knowledge, ( ) cannot be subdivided. Any proposition satisfying that ( ) > 0 ( ∈ 2 Θ ) is called the focal element, and the set of all focal elements is named as the core of BPA.
Belief Function and Plausibility
Function. DS evidence theory designates two uncertain measurements as the belief function (Bel) and plausibility function (Pl). Similar to the definition of BPA, Bel and Pl can be defined, respectively, as ∀ ∈ 2 Θ , where Bel( ) is interpreted as the low probability of , while Pl( ) is interpreted as the upper probability of . The relationship between Bel( ) and Pl( ) is derived as follows:
where is the complement set of .
According to the relationship between Bel( ) and Pl( ), DS evidence theory also divides the evidence interval into supporting interval, uncertainty interval, and rejecting interval, which are shown in Figure 1 .
The interval [Bel( ), Pl( )] is named the uncertainty interval, which represents the uncertainty and imprecision of multisensor fusion system.
The concept of uncertainty interval is similar to probability, but not entirely expressed as probability. The interval makes the proposition possibly real; that is, it does not directly support or reject the proposition. That feature demonstrates that DS evidence theory needs weaker axiom than probability theory and can represent the difference between uncertainty and unknown of proposition [9] . Thus, DS evidence theory is the generalization of probability theory and is an effective solution method when the prior knowledge is absent.
DS Combination Rule.
DS evidence theory provides a useful evidence combination function. Suppose that there are 2 independent and not completely conflict evidences that exist on the same FoD in system; we can get a synthesis support degree for propositions by DS combination rule. The combination rule can be computed by the orthogonal sum of their mass functions; that is,
∀ ∈ 2 Θ , where ⊕ represents the orthogonal sum operator. is the global conflict factor, which demonstrates the conflict degree between 1 and 2 :
If is close to 0, 2 evidences are on the verge of conformity. While is close to 1, 2 evidences are totally conflict. The denominator 1/(1− ) is the normalization factor which ensures that (3) are contented.
The equations and properties of DS combination rules based on 2 evidences are exhibited here; readers can deduce the equations and properties of multiple evidences' synthesis with similar principle.
Obviously, the DS combination rule satisfies both commutative law and associate law.
2.2. Grey Relation Theory. Grey relation theory [34] is the quantity processing and ordering procedure of systems with incomplete information or uncertain data. It can be seen as a global analysis of system. Since appropriate reference is essential to obtain reasonable sensor credibility result, a certain sensor is used as a comparative standard to determine the credibility degree of multisensor [35] .
Grey Relation Factor.
Grey relation factor is the basis of grey relation analysis [32] . The space of Grey relation factors is determined by sequence that has properties as comparability, accessibility, and extreme consistency. Suppose that the sequences of system are = [ (1), (2), . . . , ( )], = 0, 1, 2, . . . , , where 0 is the reference sequence and , = 1, 2, . . . , , is the comparison sequence.
( 0 ( ), ( )) represents the comparison measurement of 0 and at the th point in grey relation factors' space. Then we define the grey relation factor of as ( 0 , ), which is the average value of ( 0 ( ), ( )) at all points. Hence, the degree of grey relation factor is defined as
where the comparison measurement of 0 and is expressed as
where ∈ [0, 1] is the resolution index and Δ 0 ( ) is the discriminative information.
Properties of Grey Relation
Factor. It is apparent that the grey relation factor has the following elementary properties [34] :
(1) Normativity: 
(2) Symmetry:
(3) Accessibility:
Namely, the smaller the discriminative information Δ 0 ( ) is, the bigger the comparison measurement ( 0 ( ), ( )) is.
The Implementation Diagram of Uncertain Data Fusion System
According to the proposed decision-making algorithm, the implementation diagram of uncertain data fusion system is defined in Figure 2 . The structure of the proposed decision-making algorithm is marked by the rectangular block with imaginary lines in Figure 2 . It is evident that the new decision-making method is comprised of four parts. Thus, we can get the flow chart in Figure 3 .
The new method is realized by the following four steps.
Step 1. Obtain sensor's credibility through sensors' report generator based on grey relation theory and consecutively adjust sensor's credibility, respectively, through overall weighted factor analysis and proportional factor analysis. Then, filtrate the evidences according to sensor's credibility's value.
Step 2. Define evidence's overall discriminability by evidences' distance analysis.
Step 3. Modify the original evidences by two impact factors as sensor's credibility and evidence's overall discriminability.
Step 4. Combine the modified evidences by proper DS combination rule, and put the synthetic results into decisionmaking rule to get the final decision results.
The New Decision-Making Method Based on Grey Relation and DS Evidence Theory
As described last section, the particular procedures of the new method are presented. The novel decision-making algorithm takes two impact factors as sensor's credibility and evidence's overall discriminability to modify the original evidences, respectively, by focal element analyses and evidences' distance analysis. The proposed algorithm can settle system's uncertainty caused by inconsistency of sensor conditions and complexity of monitoring environment. Therefore, the new method is able to guarantee the decision accuracy of data fusion.
Two Consecutive Adjustments of Sensor's Credibility

Generation of Sensor's Credibility Based on Grey Relation.
In this part, the concept of grey relation theory is utilized to analyze sensor's credibility by generating sensor's report. For multisensor information fusion system, let us denote the exclusive and exhaustive FoD as Θ = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, where is the number of hypotheses. Taking a sensor as template, we can associate the measurement information provided by each sensor with the template sensor. Then sensor's credibility report is built.
Suppose X 0 = {X 0 ( ) | = 1, 2, . . . , } is the measurement information of the reference sensor, X = {X ( ) | = 1, 2, . . . , } is the measurement information of multisensor, where the index = 1, 2, . . . , represents the th sensor, is the number of targets, and indicates the characteristic information of each sensor. Under these assumptions, we can acquire sensor's credibility with following steps. Firstly, calculate the absolute difference of attributes as
where | ⋅ | represents the absolute index and ( ) indicates the absolute difference between X 0 and X in sensor's th attribute. Secondly, use the classic grey relation theory to calculate relation coefficient of the th sensor.
where min min ( ) is the minimum absolute difference and the max max ( ) is the maximum absolute difference. And the resolution index is a constant as = 0.5 in this paper.
Then, obtain the grey relation factor of the th sensor with average processing.
At last, the sensor's credibility of the th sensor is shown as Journal of Sensors
Two Consecutive Adjustments of Sensor's Credibility Based on Focal Element Analysis.
In order to guarantee the normalization of the synthetic results, the sum of all sensors' credibility should be unit. However, due to the influence of noise and imprecise device, the sum of sensors' credibility is not always unit. To make the final decision for information fusion obtained from such sensors, sensor's credibility and the information provided by sensors should be considered simultaneously. In this section, we discuss how to combine sensor's credibility with focal element analyses to make the final decision. From what is mentioned above, we suppose that Θ = { ( ) | = 1, 2, . . . , , = 1, 2, . . . , } is the FoD of system, and ( ) are BPAs of focal element. is the number of sensors and represents the th focal element. To begin with, sensors' credibility is obtained through grey relation algorithm as
The consecutive adjustments are based on the compatibility and conflict processing of focal elements.
Primarily, the similarity and conflict between two evidences can be defined separately as
With the introduction of similarity and conflict concepts, the proportional conflict factor of the th sensor can be confirmed, which reflects the conflict level of the th evidence.
Then, the average conflict coefficient * of all evidences can be calculated as * = 1 2
After that, define the overall weight factor of all evidences * according to
where is the regulatory factor, and the related analysis is discussed in Section 5.1. Finally, the adjustments of sensors' credibility are based on different processing of * . One is based on * itself, and the other is based on two parts of * as the proportion of compatible focal elements and the proportion of conflict focal elements. Thus, the first and the second adjustment for all sensors' credibility are, respectively,
where 1 , 2 separately represent the proportion of compatible focal elements and the proportion of conflict focal elements, which are defined as
2 is the modified sensors' credibility, in which the conflict among evidences can be reflected. When the sensor's credibility of certain evidence is very small, it indicates that this evidence has big conflict with all the other evidences. Thus, a threshold is indispensable for dealing with sensor's credibility which can help system to delete those evidences with low sensor's credibility. In this paper, the threshold is set to 0.5.
Establishment of Evidence's Overall Discriminability Based on Evidences' Distance Processing.
Firstly, the form of evidences' distance function is introduced, which can distinguish the evidences' difference.
in which
where | ⋅ | indicates the number of focal elements. According to the property that two evidences are more similar with smaller distance function, we can define evidences' overall discriminability as
And for the normalization feature of the synthetic results, should be normalized.
It can be easily proved that reflects the incompatibility degree between the th evidence and all the other evidences. That is, the larger is, the less the support degree can be obtained, and the worse the evidence's credibility will be.
Modification of Evidences.
Taking sensor's credibility and evidence's overall discriminability simultaneously into consideration, the modified evidences can be expressed as
where is the global conflict factor. The modification of evidences takes full advantage of sensor's credibility and real-time information provided by sensors to ameliorate evidences. If one modified evidence has zero focal element, we choose to delete the evidence and replace it with the average of other evidences. This procedure will not only guarantee a reasonable fusion results, but also effectively avoid the occurrence of one-vote veto when evidences combine.
Combination of Modified Evidences.
Finally, the modified evidence is integrated with the comprehensive DS combination rule to make the final judgment.
Consider that the combination results satisfy
1 is the decision-making result through the novel algorithm, where 1 and 2 are preset threshold values. Otherwise, Θ is the result, which means that the system cannot be identified rationally.
Simulation and Comparative Analyses
This section is divided into two parts. One is the experiment preparation that discusses the value of the regulatory factor , and the other is effectiveness validation of the new decisionmaking method.
Experiment Preparation.
Prior to the experiment, the analysis about the accurate expression of evidences' conflict and the selection of the regulatory factor are described in this section.
Precise Expression of
Conflict. An experiment is carried out to prove the effectiveness of the improved algorithm in expressing evidences' conflict.
Assume that FoD is Θ = { , , }, where , , are mutually exclusive. The standard and reference sensor's judgment value is 0 = {0.5, 0.3, 0.2}. Ten groups of sensor's judgment values obtained by multisensor data fusion system and the corresponding sensor's credibility are shown in Table 1 . According to Table 1 , the comparison between the global conflict factor in DS evidence theory and the average conflict coefficient * in the novel method is shown in Figure 4 .
It is obvious in Figure 4 that in DS evidence theory is getting larger along with the increasing of evidences' number. However, the acquisition of evidences is the processing to get support for propositions, not the processing to get more conflict. Thus, is not able to accurately represent the conflict situation. However, * in the novel method is the effective expression of actual evidences' conflict. Thus, Figure 4 indirectly illustrates the rationality of the new decision-making method.
Analysis of the Regulatory Factor.
During the consecutive adjustments of sensor's credibility, there is an indispensable index as the regulatory factor . To analyze the numerical selection of , statistical methods are adopted. As the modified sensor's credibility 2 is partially determined by , the relationship between the regulatory factor and sensor's credibility with 2 evidences is indicated in Figure 5 .
As can be seen from Figure 5 , with the increasing of the regulatory factor , sensor's credibility gradually tends to be stable. It proves that the perfect regulatory factor can be confirmed.
In order to further reflect the numerical range of , the number of sensors is increased to finish the simulation. Figure 6 shows the relationship of sensor's credibility and the regulatory factor with 4 evidences.
From Figure 6 , it is clear that sensor's credibility tends to be relatively stable when the regulatory factor reaches 5. Thus, the regulatory factor value is set to 5 in the next experiment.
Effectiveness Validation of the New Decision-Making
Method. In this experiment, the proposed algorithm is compared with other methods to prove its priority in overcoming problems such as high conflict and one-vote veto and ulteriorly realizing uncertain data fusion correctly. Assume that FoD is Θ = { , , }, where , , are mutually exclusive. The standard and reference sensor's judgment value is 0 = {0.5, 0.3, 0.2}.
Four groups of sensor's judgment values obtained by multisensor data fusion system and the corresponding sensor's credibility are shown in Table 2 .
It is checked in Table 2 that the commonsensical fusion result should give proposition the largest support as two sensors with big credibility both support proposition to a great extent. With similar principle, proposition in fusion result should own the minimum support.
The data fusion of 4 sensors is divided into 3 steps. And we take 12 common improved methods in [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] as the compared algorithms. These methods are separately abbreviated as LIU [20] , YAGER [21] , GUO [22] , LI [23] , TAN [24] , CHENG [25] , CHEN [26] , HE [27] , YE [28] , YAO [29] , FLOREA [30] , and MURPHY [31] .
Firstly, the data fusion of sensor 1 and sensor 2 is achieved and the result is shown in Table 3 .
From Table 3 , we can see that all methods give proposition the largest support except GUO, which demonstrates that GUO makes the wrong decision. Moreover, CHENG, CHEN, and FLOREA allocate Θ a lot of support, which is not conducive to final judgment. Concerning method YE, the fusion result is averagely allocated to each proposition, in which the support to proposition mismatches with the In addition, sensor 3 is added in uncertain data fusion to strengthen effectiveness validation of the new decisionmaking method. Table 4 is the fusion result of 3 sensors.
As can be seen from Table 2 , sensor 3 is significantly different from others which leads to high conflict, and the support to proposition is zero which leads to zero focal element. In view of the particularity properties of sensor 3, we can see in Table 4 that one-vote veto phenomenon exists in YAGER, LI, TAN, CHEN, and HE. It reveals that the appearance of zero focal element directly deteriorates the fusion result. FLOREA still assigns a lot of support to Θ and increases the uncertainty in fusion result. LIU, GUO, CHENG, YE, FLOREA, and MURPHY are unable to reasonably handle zero focal element and utilize sensor's credibility. The fusion results of them all give proposition the excessive support as the incorporation of sensor 3. The proposed algorithm modifies the 3rd evidence via taking sensor's credibility into account as well as the overall situation of all evidence's discriminability, which reduces its influence on fusion result. Thus, in the fusion of 3 sensors, the proposed method is still the optimal resolution for uncertain data fusion.
Finally, in order to verify the priority of the proposed method, evidence with relatively higher sensor credibility is imported, and the data fusion is accomplished with 4 sensors. The decision-making processing is also completed, whose result is displayed in Table 5 . The threshold values in decisionmaking rule are 1 = 0.40 and 2 = 0.15.
We can see from Table 5 that the occurrence of zero focal element in sensor 3 seriously affects the data fusion. Even sensor 4 with large sensor's credibility supports proposition explicitly, one-vote veto phenomenon still exists in YAGER, LI, TAN, CHEN, and HE, and the decision fusions of LIU and MURPHY give the wrong decision results to proposition , while the decision fusion of FLOREA sequentially regards Θ as the decision result. Secondly, due to the preset of threshold values in decision-making rule, GUO, CHENG, and YAO consider Θ as the decision result. Moreover, only YE and the proposed method generate reasonable decision results as they take proposition as the final decision. Compared with YE, the proposed method assigns larger support to proposition , which is beneficial to get the precise decision result. Thus, the proposed method is more rational and reliable.
The data fusion of 4 sensors above reflects that the proposed method makes the reliable and accurate decision in comprehensive consideration of sensor's credibility and overall evidence's discriminability. Besides, the decision result reveals that the proposed method will not only give accurate decision, but also avoid harmful effects caused by sensors with low credibility and zero focal elements.
Conclusion
As multisensor information fusion is broadly applied in many civil and military areas, the valid decision-making method for uncertain information fusion is under great attention. This paper raises a neoteric decision-making algorithm based on grey relation and DS evidence theory to solve the uncertainty caused by inconsistence of sensors itself and complexity of monitoring environment. The new algorithm is carried out with three innovative treatments: generation of sensor's credibility based on grey relation theory, focal element analyses as overall weighted factor analysis and proportional factor analysis, and evidences' overall discriminability processing. Simulation results and analyses show that the proposed algorithm can make precise decision without worrying about sensors' unreliability and evidence's high conflict. Thus, it has great application significance and excellent engineering prospect.
In further study, the decision-making method for uncertain data fusion should pay close attention to relieve the huge computation burden for system as the increasing number of
